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at bauru, the as concentration was in the range of 14.6 to 31.9g l1. samples
from different types of wells were collected, ranging from well located within

or outside of the city, and from different depths. high as concentrations (14.6g
l1 to 31.9g l1) were detected in wells located near the mines of bauru and in

an area that was declared a protected area. the results of the survey of
groundwater in the area of the san sebastian mine indicate the presence of
dangerous levels of as. the san sebastian mine is the largest in the country
and was founded in 1911. according to official information of the ministry of

the interior and justice, its activity ceased in 1996. in the vicinity of the mine,
many neighborhoods were built. high concentrations of as (14.6g l1 to 31.9g
l1), as well as of other contaminants (such as barium, sulfates, and iron) are
present in the wells that are used by the public as drinking water. the results
of the survey of groundwater indicate that the informal mining activities are

the source of these contamination. a study conducted to determine the
concentrations of as in surface water and groundwater of the municipalities of

tamazunchale and erongarí was carried out in 2016. surface water was
sampled from a river, and groundwater was collected from 39 wells and 5

springs in the study area. the concentrations of as in the surface water and the
groundwater ranged from 3.13 to 16.2mg l1 and from 0.8 to 2.8mg l1,

respectively. the authors found that the concentration of as in the surface
water samples exceeded the permissible limit of 10mg l1 set by the ministry of
health. they also found that the as concentration in the groundwater samples

exceeded the who recommended level for drinking water of 10mg l1.
according to the authors, the as concentrations in groundwater and surface
water are probably associated with the mining activities in the study area.
however, the concentrations of as in the surface water samples were lower

than those reported in other studies of the same area, which could be
attributed to the different sampling locations and the different sampling

methods used.
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high levels of as and other metals were reported in groundwater from the
mining area ( figure 1 ) and in groundwater of the western section of the

mining area ( figure 1 ) (echeverri-larraoeitafeinsues.blogspot.com/2017r). the
as content (in parts-per-million) in groundwater in the eastern section of the
mining area (valente neighborhood) was 50; the highest value in the mining
region. the as content in this section of the mining area was 20-fold higher

than that in the western section ( figure 1 ). in the region of zacatecas state,
the dissolution of natural as sources, as occurring mainly in sulfate-rich

environment and soils, as effect on plants and soil and sediments of tailings
and wastes of natural sources (mornecho, 2015 ). the three vattuone books

were published in italy between 1911 and 1915 and have been reprinted many
times. they were originally published in the pen-name of lina vattuone, but
italian comics were often published in collections named after the illustrator
rather than the writer or artist. over the years, the publication of these books

has been criticized for the obscurity of the writing. critics have also pointed out
that vattuone’s books have no clear hero or heroine, and the action is

imprecise. in fact, w. w. jacobs thought it a pleasant enough story but did not
enjoy it as much as his other two detective novels, the monkey’s paw and the
necklace of rosabella. it did, however, have strong sales in its first few years.

between 1948 and 1980, many great writers appeared on the comics scene of
mexico. some of them, like carlos trillo and ricardo garc a manuel –although

they made for such great comi cists– have been forgotten because they
published a small number of albums. however, in carlos trillo’s case, the fact

that he was one of the best known comics artists for a very long time made his
work highly valued during his lifetime and after his death. a new generation of
mexican comics artists, who overcame the lack of funds and industry during

the 1980s, worked in many genres; some worked with great success.
unfortunately, most of them became buried because they worked in small

magazines or fanzines. the best known of them all was domingo ramos, who
created the masterpiece character “steve.” a late arrival, the artist tom

bitaldes’s work has been more widely recognized. he has worked in different
genres, including westerns, in which his characters have the look of american

westerns and have similar features and voices. other notable artists working in
comics during this period include: ati: los trenes de la niebla [ati: the trains of

the mist], by victor bravo, an anthology dedicated to comics with horror
themes; juan caicedo (precios caros), who created the character “santo;”

fabian mejia, who created the character “santo”; alur, with the comic la noche
(the night) by raul contreras (cement head), an anthology dedicated to comics
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with a horror theme; juan victorio velo, with comic themes such as salud a
precios [health to the price] and comunidad inversa[inverse community], in

which an alien tries to settle in new york; and jorge boy abre la conscina para
alacin, about a murder in a museum. in mexico’s comics, published between

1948 and 1980, there are artists like victor bravo who have worked in a
number of genres, such as “precios caros,” “sante” (victoriano victorio) and
“domingo a mano” (domingo) besides a few comic one-shots. others artists
have worked in more esoteric genres, such as ati: el tran de la niebla y otros

cuentos [ati: the train of the mist and other stories] by victor bravo
(ibericien,2015,). 5ec8ef588b
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